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ABSTRACT
	
	
service to vast and remote areas of the United States,
to determine the service costs as they would pertain to
Despite an abundance of advanced technology and one 	 a common carrier for these optimized systems, and to
of the highest living standards in the world, there re- 	 roughly compare the costs to similar services in the
main areas, communities and individuals within the 	 existing terrestrial system.
United States having no access to modern telephone ser-
vice. The application of recent advances in satellite 	 APPROACH	 a
communications technology offers what appears to be the
most economically attractive means of meeting this need.	 The approach to developing the results in the report
Typically, the isolated users are located in Alas?<a, 	 can be segmented into four major areas: (1) satellite
the Rocky Mountain region, as well as Parts of
	
system modelling, (2) ground station modelling, (;)
Appalachia and the great Southwest. The modest size 	 terrestrial telephone equipment, and (4) system trade-
and isolation of these locations requires that either 	 offs. The basic system configuration is shown in
a direct-to-the-user service or a community service in-	 Figure 1. The rural riser accesses the system through
volving a limited number of voice channels must be sup-	 the Rural Earth Station (RES). The RES accesses a Net
plied.	 work Earth Station (N'c'S) through the satellite. The
NES accesses the Telephone Company Network (TELCO)
This paper addresses a variety of cost and perform-	 through terrestrial interconnect trunks.
ance tradeoffs and presents the preliminary design of
a communications satellite system capable of meeting	 Satellite System Modelling
isolated rural users' needs. Small inexpensive rural
earth stations are linked via the satellite to a nation-
	 A typical satellite transponder configuration is
wide network of larger earth stations which are, in 	 shown in Figure 2. in this figure, multiple beams
turn, inteiconnected to tha switching e,:changes of the	 using UHF frequencies are utilized to cover the remote
conventional telephone network. Optimum earth station	 rural areas, and a single Ku-band beam is used to cover
EIRP and G/T and satellite transponder power are de
	 the network earth stations. The UHF frequency for the
fined as a function of a wide variety of system options. rural areas was selected (in spite of the fact that the
band is presently not allocated for this service) be-
	
j:	 INTRODUCTION	 cause of the low cost and existence of UHF user equip-
ment. In addition to the above frequency selection,
Background	 Ku-band in the rural area with C-band at the network
earth stations is also considered in this paper.
Despite an abundance of advanced technology and one
of the highest living standards In the world, there	 In any communication system, the transmitter and
remain areas, communities, and individuals within the
	 receiver must be sized according to the RF link equa-
United States which have no access to modern telephone	 tion, the signal characteristics, the desired signal
service. Typically, the isolated users are located in
	
quality, and the margin required. As the transmitter
Alaska, the Rocky Mountain region, parts cF Appalachia
	 power Is increased, the reeiver figure of merit (G/T),
and the great Southw;.;a. The difficulty of providing
	 can be decreased when the remaining parameters are
economical telephone service results from the remote-
	 constant. As the satellite effective isotropic radia
ness of the regions and the sparcity of population	 ted power (EIRP) increases, the cost of the space seg
within the regions. The application of recent advances
	 ment increases; however, the ground station G/T and
In satellite communications technology offers what
	 cost decreases. The EIRP in the satellite is considered
- appears to be the most economically attractive means of 	 to be optimum when the total space and ground cost is a
meeting this need., -- 	 minimum. The satellite costs in this report are deter-
mined as they were in th 	 ommuwiications systems tech-
The feasibility of direct satellite service to small 	 nology assessment study ^ 1 ^. The annual cost of satel-
users has been demonstrated in a wide variety of appli-
	 lite EIRP per beam for a typical case is shown in
cations in the ATS-6 and CTS programs. TV, voice, and
	 Figure 3.
data experiments in both broadcast and interactive con-
figurations have been successfully developed and con- 	 Ground Station Modelling
ducted. These systems were characterized by either a
meter) orya high power spacecraft transmitter (200	
ti The ground stations consist of both rural earth starelatively large spacecraft antenna (30 feet in dia-
ons and network earth stations. A typical RES is
watts), and relatively small ground terminals (2-10
	
shown in Figure 4. The terrestrial interface equipment
feet in diameter). Future systems may extensively use
	 shown in 'this figure connects directly to the rural
multiple beam space antennas to further reduce the size
	 users telephone when the RES is 'located at the user's
of ground terminals and to provide for spectrum re-use.
	 premises. It includes a duplex mobile radio station
per telephone circuit when more-than one user per RES
The objective of this paper is to determine optimum
	 exists and the RES cannot be located at the user's
satellite and terrestrial system architectures andpremises. The RES values for G/T were varied in con-
parameters to provide the most economical telephone
	 junction with the satellite EIRP as previously mentioned
i	 -
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01?Vooptimum values  which minimized the total system optimized or whether the downlink is optimized and the
cost were used in the determination of the telephone uplink is chosen to be consistent with the downlink
service costs.	 A listing of the various items con- values, as long as the spacecraft system noise .tempera-
tained in a typical
	
RES	 including the cost of the items tures are reasonably low (< 100001(),
is shown in Figure 5.
	
The number of users per RES sti
ranges from 1-100 in this paper.
	
It should also be Ku-Band System Optimized Results
pointed out that the mobile radios can be used for
intra-community telephone service when more than one The optimum key system parameters and annual cost/
user per RES exists. user for the Ku-band RF satellite and RES equipment 	 is
given
	
in Figure 7.	 For this case,	 the RES/satellite
ii
The network earth stations are much more complex uplink and downlink are at Ku-band.	 in order to ob-
than the RES,	 The NES provide telephone signalling, tain sufficient spectrum capacity for 3arge user con- '	 y
trunk monitoring, processing, control, and billing, figurations with few satellite beams,	 it was necessary
in addition to providing the RF link from the TELCO to use C-band for the NES/satellite uplink and downlink. r'i
interface to the satellite.	 If only one NES	 is util-
ized in the system,	 the equipment	 in that NES	 is re- UHF System Optimized Results
dundant.	 The number of NES's were also optimized to
minimize the total	 telephone service cost to the user. The optimum key system parameters and annual cost/
As more and more NES's are included in the system, the user for the UHF RF satellite and RES equipment is -
likelihood that a call	 to or from a rural	 user involves given in Figure 8.	 In order to obtain sufficient
a long distance circuit between NES and a non-rural spectrum capacity for large user configurations, 	 it
user diminishes.
	 Thus,	 the cost of the call 	 for TELCO was necessary to use extensive frequency reuse with
long distance charges decreases.
	 However, the cost for multiple satellite beams, and to use a different
NES facilities increases.
	 When the cost of the follow- frequency band for the NES/satellite uplink and
{ ing equipment in NES was considered: downlink; Ku-band was selected.
o	
Telephone channel units RESULTS
o	 Channel unit interface equipment
o	 RF equipment	 (NES to satellite) When the optimized costs for the RES/satellite RF
o	 Common equipment (pilot receivers, time equipment, as,given in Figures 7 and 8, are added to
and frequency units, etc.) the costs for the RES fixed costs, as given 	 in
o	 Operation and maintenance Figure 5, and the NES/TELCO costs, as given 	 in
o	 NES/TELCO_interconnect trunks Figure 6, the total annualized cost per user	 is ob-
tained.	 These results have been used to generate
R, and the cost of TELCO long distance charges were esti- Figure 9 which shows the cost per month for intra-
mated,	 the optimum number of NES's were obtainedfor community service where applicable (for the case of
various numbers of total rural
	 users and the results one user per rural 	 earth station, no mobile radio
are given in Figure 6.	 The optimum number of NES's equipment	 is required for the local subscriber 	 ioup
range from 1-100 in this report depending on the num-
	
- .ind,	 thus, no	 intracommunity service	 is possible).
ber of rural users in the system. Figure 9 also shows	 the cost per call	 for:	 (1)	 rural-
140-TELCO local,	 (2)	 rural-to-TELCO remote,	 and	 (3)
t . SYSTEM TRADEOFFS rural-to-rural.	 it should be noted that the cost of
a rural-to-rural	 call	 is twice the cost of a rural-to-
Satellite/Ground Terminal
	 Optimization TELCO local	 call	 since it requires double-hopping
through the satellite and 	 is basically equivalent to
The transmit/receive system optimization for each two rural-to-TELCO	 local	 calls.	 Also, the calls can r
_ system configuration considered was performed by mini- originate at the TELCO user as well as the rural	 user.
' mizing the system cost for each configuration while
satisfying the link performance equation.
	 The optimi- The assumptions which were used to generate Figure
zation methodology is described in the Communications 9 are as follows:
b Systems Technology Assessment Study which was condu ted
by Fairchild Space and Electronics Company for NASA 1 ). (1)	 The yearly rate for the intracommunity service is
For each network configuration, a large number of com- based upon $ of the annualized cost for the mobile
binations of satellite EIRP, ground terminal
	 receiver radio equipment in the subscriber loops.
i G/T, and ground terminal
	 transmitter power which met
the link performance requirements were systematically - (2)	 One-half of the calls originate at the TELCO users
k scanned and the.cost per user evaluated.
	 The optimum and are paid for by them.
Et. system in each configuration	 is defined as the one with
the minimum cost per user.	 It should be noted that the (3)	 The rural users generate and pay for 15 calls per
network earth stations were not a, part of the satellite/ month of 5-minute duration.
ground terminal optimization.
	 This is justifiable be-
cause the limited number of NES require only a-small The long distance charge for a rural-to-TELCO re-
amount of RF equipment in comparison with the rest of mote call	 is the result of the TELCO user not being
- the system.
	 Furthermore, the RF parame t ers used for located within the local	 exchange which is connected
the NES/satellite side of the link were selected
	 in to the NES handling the call.	 The cost of these long
F. accordance with appropriate results of Reference 1. distance charges was determined statistically and was
g In order to further minimize an already complex optimi- a factor in determining the optimum number of NES's
M1 zation-problem,
	 the uplink power on the RES/satellite for a given configuration, as previously mentioned.
link was not directly optimized.
	 It was determined
by making the values in the uplink equation consistent From Figure 9, several significant results can be
' with the optimized parameters obtained for the RES/ observed:
-?
satellite downlink equation.
	 This	 is also justifiable
r from the results of Reference 1 which revealed that (1)	 There	 is no significant difference between the
the results for the optimized uplink parameters of total service costs of corresponding Ku-band and
typical	 interactive systems nominally do not depend UHF RES/satellite RF configurations.
upon whether the uplink and downlink are simultaneously
2
i•	 P
t.
A
(2)	 The most important factor in reducing service cost REFERENCES,
Is economy of scale.	 This is true for the number
of users per RES and for the total number of users, (1)	 R.L.	 Kelley,	 R.K.	 Khatri, J.D._Kiesling; and t
and is the result of lower cost per unit based J.A. Weiss, "Communications Systems Technology
upon volume and more extensive sharing of common Assessment.	 (NASA Contract Number NAS3-20364,
equipment,	 The cost goes from $31.20/call Contract Report Number 135224.)
for 1 user per RES and lo3 users to $1.30/call
for 100 users per RES and 1.8x106 users,
(3)	 The cost per call 	 in the larger rural confiqura- -
tions compares favorably with the cost per call
	 in
the existing TELCO system. 	 The present long
distance rates in the United States are nominally x
t	 $2.60 per 10 minutes which compares directly with$1.30 per 5 minutes in configurations 7 and 13.
Moreover, several of the medium-sized configura-
tions (10 5 users)	 rates do not seem unreasonable
considering the remoteness of the regions to be
served, ay
(4)	 The monthly rate for intracommunity service is
comparable to the monthly rates paid by TELCO
users,
(5)	 The effect of multiple spot beams was primarily
an	 increase in available useable spectrum. 	 The
O
cost reduction due to spot beams was small as Q^i
can be seen by comparing configuration 6 and 7 P^ pAGr^
in Figures 7 and 9, Qu
'	 Many other configurations were run in this study to
determine the effect of multiple spot beams,outage,
signal quality, modulation method, satellite accessing
method, and forward error correction on total service
cost.	 It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss
these results in detail; however, the effect of these
parameters on service cost are insignificafit compared
to economy of scale.
.I
Also, the sensitivity of the various optimum para-
meters of the many configurations to service cost was
:ietermined. In general, the cost optimization curves
had fairly broad minimum regions; this was especially
true of the systems with a small number of users.
However, the systems with a large number of users would -
incur a 10% increase in service cost when a system
	 s
parameter such as ,ground station G/T was 2-3 db/oK
from optimum.
CONCLUSIONS
Several configurations for an isolated rural tele-
phone system, which covers the 48 states plus Alaska,
using satellites was considered. Both direct-to-the-
user-and community-type of systems were evaluated
using both UHF and Ku-band RF equipment for the rural/
satellite links. Also, the effect of multiple spot
beams, outage, signal quality, modulation method, sa-
tellite accessing, forward error correction and the 	 J
number of users were evaluated. It can be concluded
that economy ,of-scale, or the number of users, is by
far the most important variable considered.
The developed service costs for man
.
	
	 P	 Y of the con-
figurations considered for both long distance and
intracommunity service are competitive with the
existing telephone system in the United States, es-
pecially for systems with more than 105 users. The
total cost for a 5-minute call from an isolated rural
uses to a TELCO user was as low as $1.30 for a system
with 1.8x10 rural users.
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RURAL EARTH STATION (RES) CONFIGURATIONs
TRANSMIT RF DOWNREJECT pREAMP CONVERTER IF AMPFILTER EQUI PMENT
DIPLEXER
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FILTER	 ISOLATOR	 HPA
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CONVERTER
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IF AMP
TERRESTRIAL COMMON EQUIPMENT AMP(INCLUDES PILOT,INT RFACE
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_figure 4.
,fi
NUMBER OPTIMUM TELCO INTERFACE COST
USERS NUMBER TOTAL	 COST PERNESs RURAL USER`
103 1 1.38x106	 690
105 50 42.6x106	 213
1.78x106 100 498.5x106
	
140
R
',	 f	
t	 ,.
RES FIXED EQUIPMENT COSTS
($x 103)(6 VOICE CHANNELS, 1.78x104 RES-S) k
1
NO. OF ITEMS
PER RES
BUY SIZE COSTIUNIT TOTAL RES COST INSTALLED
COST
SUB. RADIO 100 105 0.491 49.1 49.10
SUB ANT. 100 105 .0204 2.04 2.04
RES ANT 1 103 .032 .032 .0384
RES VHS RAD 10 6 104 1.024 6.144 7.373
TEL SIG AND CONY. 6 104 .061 .366 .439
RES CH UNITS 6 104 4.0 24.0 28.80
DAMA CONT. 1 103 .854 .854 1.025
DAMA SOFT 111.78x104 1 75.0 .0004 .0005
RES RADIO INT. 6 104 .015 .09 .108
CONTICU INT. 6 104 .018 .108 .130
CU/IF  INT. 6 104 .009 .054 .065
IFICD INT. 6 164 .061 .366 .439
CU AFC 0 0 0 0 0
PILOT 1 103 6.1 6.1 7.32
TIME AND FREQ. 1 103 4.9 4.9 5.88
TIME AND FRE4.INT. 6 104 .018 .108 .130
UP CONV.	 1 1 1	 103 1.8 1	 1.8 2.16
ar
1
i
i
TOTAL ACQUISITION COSTS
	
105.04
INITIAL COST/USER	 1.05
Cs-79-581	 ANNUAL COST/USER 	 0.365
sr
	Figure 5.
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